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Abstract 
Every normal product of a compact space with ordinal spaces is shrinking. 
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1. 
Throughout the following a space is a Hausdorff topological space, a map is a 
continuous function, the topology on a product of spaces is always the Tychonoff 
topology, and an ordinal always has the order topology. 
Hence, K stands for a cardinal with the usual order topology. The interval 
notation for ordinals is used, i.e., for (Y, p E K, 
(~,P)={YEKi~<?‘<p}, 
(%P] ={YEKia<Y<p}, 
[a, p) ={YEKia<y<p), 
[%P]=(V=Kb<?‘<p}. 
Definition 1.1. Let 2Y= {U, 1 a E K} be an open cover of a space X. A family 
%r;r= {V, I a E K) of open subsets of X is a shrinking of FY iff Y covers X and for 
each a! E K, v, c U,. 
Definition 1.2. A space X is K-shrinking iff its every open cover of cardinality =S K
has a shrinking. X is shrinking iff X is K-shrinking for every K. 
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Note that a space is normal iff every finite open cover has a shrinking. A space 
is normal and countably paracompact iff every countable open cover has a 
shrinking. It is known that every point finite open cover of a normal space has a 
shrinking. Hence every paracompact space and in particular every a-compact 
space is shrinking. 
Also, if a space X is such that every countable increasing open cover has a 
shrinking, then every countable open cover has a shrinking. This does not general- 
ize to higher cardinals: it is shown in 121 that under 0” there is a normal 
countably paracompact space X such that every increasing open cover has a 
shrinking, but that there is an open cover of size wi which cannot be shrunk. 
In [7,8] Rudin and Starbird show that the normal product XX Y of a paracom- 
pact or collectionwise normal space X and a compact or metric space Y is 
respectively paracompact or collectionwise normal. It was shown in [ll that if X is 
a shrinking space, M a metric space, and the product XX It4 is normal, then 
XxM is shrinking. In the same paper it was asked whether the metric space M 
could be replaced by a compact space C. 
In Section 2 it is shown that this is possible in the special case when X = K*. 
In Section 3 a characterization of normality of products of cardinals is given, 
which most probably is not new, but cannot be found in print. This characteriza- 
tion is then used to prove the case when X = n, E ,,K,, where, for each (Y E h, K, 
is a cardinal. 
All undefined notions can be found in [31 or [51. 
2. 
It is shown in this section that for any compact space C, the product K* X C is 
shrinking iff it is normal. The proof consists of several steps. First it is shown that 
if a product of the form K x C is normal, then it is shrinking, where C is any 
compact space. Then, for K a regular cardinal, it is proved simultaneously that, for 
each n E N, 
(1) Kn is shrinking; and 
(2) for any compact space C, the product Kn X C is normal iff it is shrinking. 
Definition 2.1. Let Z!= {U, 1 a E K) be an open cover of a space X. A family 
y= (I’, 1 a E K} of open subsets of X is a partial shrinking of V iff for each LY E K, 
Theorem 2.2. Let C be a compact space. If the product K X C is normal, then it is 
shrinking. 
Proof. If K is finite or if cf(K) = w, then K is a-compact. But then, the product 
K X C is c+-compact, and hence shrinking. So, assume cf(K) > w. 
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Let 2Y = {U, 1 (Y E p) be an open cover of K X C. In order to get a shrinking 
B = (0, I a E pl of 2Y, first find a partial shrinking V= (V, I cr E p} of ?Y covering 
the subspace [ya, K) X C for some y. E K. Then, a partial shrinking W= {W, 1 a E 
p} of 2( covering [O, yOl x C is found. Let 0, = V, u W, for each (Y E p. 
For S E [PI<” let U, = lJ cue&a, and let 2Y = (U, IS E [plcwJ be the closure 
of Z with respect to finite unions. Let p : K X C --) K be the projection map. As C 
is compact, p is a perfect map, and hence 
PVq = {PVX,) I s 6s WW} 
is an open cover of the shrinking space K, where, for each S E [p] <w, 
P#(&) =K\P((KXC)\&). 
Let (Vs IS E [plcwJ be a shrinking of p#(P). For each SE [P]<~, V, x C= 
p-‘(V’>, hence (Vs X Cl S E [pl’“) is a shrinking of W. Hence, for each SE 
[Pl<w, 
v,xcoJ,= (J u,. 
L7G.S 
But then, as vs X C is a closed subset of the normal space K X C, its finite open 
cover {U, I a E S} can be shrunk to {V,” I a E S}. 
The idea in obtaining a partial shrinking 7 of 22 is to extract a subfamily 
~c[pl<w such that {V, X C 1 S E&f’} covers [yO, K) X C for some y0 E K, and so 
that, for each CY E lJ &‘, U, is shrunk to a V, only once. 
Hence, if K is a regular cardinal, let F = K, and, if K is a singular cardinal, let F 
be a cofinal subset of K of order type A = cf(K). (Recall that A > w.) Let lim F = 
(y E F I y is a limit ordinal]. For each y E lim F, there exists an f(y) E F such that 
f(y) < y and [f(y), yl 2 V, for some S E [~l<~. So, for each y E lim F fix one 
such f(y) and one such S = S,. Hence [f(y), y] c Vs.. 
Since the order type of F is a regular uncountable cardinal, lim F a stationary 
subset of F, and f : lim F - F a pressing down map, it follows, by the pressing 
down lemma, that there exists a y. E F such that fpl(yo) =A is stationary. 
For each y EA, 
[Yo, Y] xccv,~xccv,yxccus. Y 
so 
LJ [Yo, Yl xcc u qxcc u &/CL u us,. 
YEA YeA YE-4 Y-I 
Since A is unbounded in K, 
[Yo, K) x c = u [Yo> Y] x c. 
YGA 
Consider{S,lyEA},asetofh=JFI> w finite subsets of K. Let A LA be such 
that I A I = A and such that IS, I y E A} forms a delta system. As A is unbounded in 
A, and hence unbounded in K, 
[Yo, K)xCC u [Yo, Y] XCC u f’&xcC i_j v,yxcC u us,. 
YEA YEA YGA YeA 
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For each y E A 
Since vs, X C is closed in the normal space K X C, the finite open cover {U, 1 a E Sy} 
of ps, x C can be shrunk to {V,“y I a E SJ. Hence 
qxcc u v:yc (J V:yG u u,. 
ass, ats, LIES, 
Let r be the root of the delta system. Since, for each yt, y2 E A such that y1 # yz, 
ST1 n Sy2 = r, it follows that 
([I’,, “)xC)\( u u 
YEA oESy\r 
v:‘) c u uv’as’c u& 
YEA LYE~ asr 
As ([y,,, K)XC)\(&EdU aESy,TVz~) is closed in the normal space K X C, its 
finite open cover {U, I a E r} can be shrunk to {V, I a E I}. 
Note that the family {S,\r I y E A) is pairwise disjoint, hence each V,“y, for 
y E A and (Y E S, \r, depends only on LY. So, let V, = V,“y for y E A and (Y E S, \r. 
For each IYE~\\~~J~, let I(,=@. 
Then, 




U{Va IaEr}U V, I~=P\ US, 
( YeA 1 
={va la+} 
is a partial shrinking of %= (U, 1 a E p) covering the subspace [yO, K) X C. 
The subspace 10, y,,] X C is compact, hence shrinking, so let W= {W, I a E p} 
be a partial shrinking of {U, I a E p} covering [O, yOl x C. 
Hence, SW W covers the whole space K X C. So, for each (Y E P, let 0, = W, U 
V,. But then, {O, I a E p} covers K X C, and, for each LY E P, 0, c 0, c U,. There- 
fore, d = (0, I CY E p} is a shrinking of 2Y = {U, I a E p}. 0 
Definition 2.3. A space X is initially ,u-compact iff its every open cover of 
cardinal&y G p has a finite subcover. 
The following two lemmas from [61 are used in some proofs below. 
Lemma 2.4. Let K be a regular cardinal and let h,p < K. Then the product K’ is 
initially p-compact. 
Lemma 2.5. Let K be a regular cardinal. Then, for each n E N, the product K~ is 
normal. 
Let n E N be such that n > 1, and assume that, for any compact space C, the 
product K~-’ X C is normal iff it is shrinking. 
Theorem 2.6. The product K~ is shrinking. 
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Proof. Let Z= {U, 1 cy E ~1 be an open cover of K~. In order to find a shrinking 
d = {o, 1 (Y E p} of %!, first find a partial shrinking V= {V, I a E pL) of 2( such that 
Y” covers the upper part [yO, K) X [yO, K)X ... X tyO, K)= tyO, Kjn of Kn for 
some y0 EK. Next, find partial shrinkings W1 = {Wd la EP), Wz={W’,’ Ia E 
/-4,. . . , vn = (Wan I a E p) of Z! covering respectively the subspaces K”-~ X LO, ~~1, 
K”-2 x [o, yo] x K,. . . ,[o, yo] x K”-l. Then, for each (Y E p, let 0, = V, U Wi U 
w,‘u ... u WC. 
So let D = ((6, 6,. . . , 8) = (6”) 16 E K) be the diagonal of K~. Let lim K = {a E 
K 1 a is a limit ordinal}. For each (Y E lim K fix one /3(a) E /_L such that 
(a, a,..., ay> = (a”> E up@,. 
As %W is open in K~, there exists an f(a) E K such that f(a) <(Y and 
[f(a), al x [f(a), al x . . . x [fb), al = [f(d, al” L up@,. 
Since K is a regular cardinal, lim K a stationary subset of K, and f : lim K + K a 
pressing down map, it follows, by the pressing down lemma, that there exists a 
y0 E K such that fP1(yo) = s is a StatiOnaIy subset of K. 
For each (Y ES, f(a) = y. and [yo, al X [yo, al X . . . X [yo, al = [yo, al” C 
lJpca,. Hence, 
u [rot 4” G u q3(a,, 
UES ass 
and so, as S is unbounded in K, it follows that 
[YIJ, K)X[Yo, K)X “’ X[Y,, K)=[Yo, K>“c u up(a). 
olE.5 
Consider the set 1/3(cr) I a E S). For each (Y E S, open sets Va/pca, c vPca, c UPca, 
are defined so that 
[Yo, 4 c u I&U,. 
CXES 
Case 1: There is an a0 E S such that I{a E S I /3(a) = P(cQ>) I = K, i.e., One UP(rrOj 
is fixed for K many LY E S. 
Let A = {a ES I p(a) = p(ao>l. A is COfinal in K, so it follows that 
[Yo, K)” c u [Yo, aI” c U~(a,,j. 
@GA 
So, the sets I&,, for (Y E S, are defined as: 
Va(LyOj is an open subset of the normal space K~ such that 
- 
[YO) 4 c up) G y3(cq$ G q3caop 
and for all CY E S such that (Y # (Ye, VPcn, = 6. 
Let Y’ = {VPca, I (Y E S). 
Case 2: There is no a0 E S such that \{a E S I /3(a) = /3(ao)} I = K, i.e., no UP(aOj 
is fixed for K many (Y E S. 
Then, since K is regular, l@(a) I (Y E S] 1 = K. 
In this case, sets VPca,, c I/Pea,) c UPcn,), for y E K, are defined by induction, so 
that 
[Yo,4 z u vp( ‘Yr) c u G,, c u upcq 
YEK YEK YEK 
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Let (Ye E S be arbitrary, and, as Kn is normal, let IJ’&~~) be an open subset of K~ 
such that 
- 
[Y”, a0 I” c I/P(a”) c I/P@“) c L$(a,$ 
Suppose that the sets VPcU ) for all 6 E K with 6 < y have been defined. 
If y = 6 + 1, let (~~+r E $ be such that (Ye+, >a, and P(as+r)P (P(as)(G 
< y]. Note that this can be done since K is regular and I@(a) 1 CY E s} 1 = K. 
As Kn is normal, let VP(o18+,j be an open subset of K” such that 
[Y”J %+J L bCcQ+,) G VPCas+,) c %Cq+$ 
If y is a limit ordinal, let (Ye ES be such that LYE > sup(cr, I6 < y) with 
p((~,,) E (~(cxJ 16 < y). This can be done since K is regular and ~(P((Y) ICY E S) 1 = K. 
As Kn is normal, let I/pea ) be an open subset of K~ such that 
Y 
[Yo, Yl” z I/p@,, c I&r,) G q?ca,,. 
For all ~ES\{(YJ~EK) let VPca,=@. 
Let %‘-’ = (I&+ I y l K) u (l/p(oij I a E s\(a, I Y E K)). 
Now, for each 6 E p \@(a) I (Y E Sl let V, = 0. 
Hence, y= V’ U IV, I6 E p \IP(a> I a E S)) is a partial shrinking of Z! which 
covers the upper part (yO, KY of K~. 
Note that 
Kn\[Y”, K)” 
& (Kn-’ x [o, y”]) ‘._z’ (Kn-’ x [o, y,,] x K) u “. u ([o, yo] x Kn-‘) 
=i$Kn-’ x [o, yo] XKi-I). 
The subspaces Kn-’ x IO, yol, Knp2 X LO, yol X K,. . . , LO, YJ X 18-l are normal, 
as closed subsets of the normal space K~. But then, as [O, yOl is compact, for each i 
such that 1 < i <n, the subspace ~~~~ X IO, yol X K i-1 is shrinking, by the induc- 
tion hypothesis. Hence, there exist partial shrinkings Wr = (W,’ I a E p), W2 = 
(W,” I a E/d,. . . , Wn = (Wan l LY E p) of 2?J covering respectively ~~~~ X LO, yJ, K~-* 
x[O,Y~]XK ,..., [O,Y,,]XK~-‘. SO, Y”JW,U~~U ... Uw,=m Uy='=,wl COV- 
ers the whole space K~. Therefore, if 0, = V, U WL U W,’ U . * . U Wz = v, U 
IJ ;= IWL for each (Y E p, the open cover d = (0, I a E p) of 8 is a shrinking of %. 
q 
Theorem 2.7. Let C be a compact space. If the product K” X C is normal, then it is 
shrinking. 
Proof. Let v = (U, I LY E p) be an open cover of K” x C. In order to get a shrinking 
d = (0, I (Y E p) of Z, first find a partial shrinking ‘7= (V, I a E p) of 2Y covering 
the subspace [ yo, Kin x C, for some y,, E K. Next, find partial shrinkings wr = 
(W,’ I a fE /d, 237, = (W,’ I a fz /A,. . . , wn = (Wan I (Y E p) of % covering respectively 
the subspaces K”-’ X [o, y,,] x c, Kn-2 x [o, yo] x K x c,. . . ,[o, y,,] x Kn-’ x c. 
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Then, for each (Y E p, let 0, = V, U Wi U W,’ U . . . U Wz. 
So, let 7~’ = (U, 1 S E [p]‘“} be the closure of Z with respect to finite unions, 
where U, = U a E &la, for each S E [P]<~. Let p : K” X C + K” be the projection 
map. As C is compact, p is a perfect map, and hence 
I)#(@) = {Pvs) IS E WW} 
is an open cover of the shrinking space K”, where, for each S E [p] i w, 
P#(&) =K”\P((KnXC)\&). 
Let {Vs IS E [plcw} be a shrinking of p#(V>. For each S E [F]<~, V, X C = 
p ~ ‘(ifs>, hence {Vs X C I S E [p] <@I is a shrinking of Z!‘. 
Consider the open cover {V, (SE[~]<~} of Kn. Let D={(S, S,...,S> = 
(an> 16 E K} be the diagonal of K~. Let lim K = (y E K 1 y is a limit ordinal). For 
each yElim~fiXoneS=S,E[~]<~suchthat(y,y,...,y)=(y”)EV~~. 
As Vs, is open in K”, there exists an f(y) E K such that f(y) < y and 
[f(Y), Yl X [f(Y), Yl X . . . x [f(y), Yl = [f(Y), Yin cl/s,. 
Since K is a regular cardinal, lim K a stationary subset of K, and f : lim K + K a 
pressing down map, it follows, by the pressing down lemma, that there exists a 
yO E K such that f-l(yo) =A is stationary. 
For each y EA, 
[y(), y]nXC~v~~XCC~~YXCCu~~. 
so 
u [yo, Y]“XCC u VsyXCC u l/SyXCL u us,. 
YEA YEA YEA YEA 
Since A is unbounded in K, 
[Yo, K)n xc = u [Yo, Y]” X c. 
ye.4 
Consider {S, I y EA}, a set of K finite subsets of K. Let A LA be such that I A I = K 
and such that {Sy I y E A} forms a delta system. As A is unbounded in A, and 
hence unbounded in K, 
[YIJ, K)nXCC u [yo, Y]“xCc u vsyxcc u v,yxcc (_j us,. 
YEA YEA Y’A YEA 
For each y E A, 
[yo, y]“xcrv,~xccv,~xccu,~= u u,. 
CfCS, 
Since vs, X C is closed in the normal space K~ X C, the finite open cover 
can be shrunk to {Vasy I a E Sy). Hence 
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Let r be the root of the delta system. Since, for each yt, yz E A such that y1 Z y2, 
S,, n Syz = r, it follows that 
([Y&C)\( u u 
y~d aeSy\r 
V,“Y)G u uVu”Y~uUa* 
yrA CYYET (YEi- 
As ([y,,, Kjn X c>\ u yEA u a ESl,rVaS~ is closed in the normal space K~ X C, its 
finite open cover {U, I a E r) can be shrunk to {V, I a E r). 
Note that the family {S,\r I y E A) is pairwise disjoint, hence each V,“y, for 
y~Aand(~~S~\r,dependsonlyona.So,letI/,=I/,Srfory~Aandcu~S,\r. 
For each (~~p\l_l~~~S~, let V,=@. 
Then, 
V= V,=V,“+xE US,\ 
( 
r U{I/,IaEr}U I/,lae~\lJS, 
YeA i ( YEA 1 
is a partial shrinking of 2Y= (U, 1 a E p) covering the subspace [yO, K)~ X C. 
Note that 
(KnXC)\([Y~> ‘+C) 
c (K”-1 x [o, ro] x c) u (Kn-2 x [o, r,,] x K x c) u * * * 
u ([o, ro] x Kn--l x c) 
= j$Kn-ix [o, r,,] x Ki-’ x c). 
The subspaces K”- ’ x [o, yo] x c, Kn-’ x [o, ro] x K x c,. . . ,[o, 701 x Kn-’ x c 
are normal, as closed subsets of the normal space K” X C. But then, as [O, yol is 
compact, for each i such that 1 < i <n, the subspace ~~~~ X [O, yOl X K~-’ X C is 
of the form K”-l x C’, where C’ = [0, yOl X C, and hence is shrinking, by the 
induction hypothesis. So, there exist partial shrinkings Yr = {W,’ I a E p), W2 = 
cw,’ I fx E/-d,. . . , FE = (W; I CY E p) of 2Y covering respectively K”- ’ X LO, yol X C, 
Kn-2 x [o, y,,] x K x c,. . .,[o, y,,] x Kn-’ x c. 
Hence, ‘2% Wr U 2Y2 U * * . u “w, = z/v U ;c’=lq. covers the whole space K~ X C. 
So, let 0, = V, u lJ YE r W,’ for each (Y E p. Then, (0, I CY E pL) covers K~ X C, and, 
for each LY E p., 0, c 0, c U,. Therefore, B = IO, I CY E p) is a shrinking of ZY. 0 
Corollary 2.8. Let C be a a-compact space. If the product K” X C is normal, then it 
is shrinking. 
Proof. Let ?Y = {U, 1 a E p) be an open cover of K~ X C. It is enough to show (see 
[l]) that there is an open cover of K~ X C of the form {V,l I a E p and i E w) such 
that, for each a! E p and each i E w, vi c U,. 
Since C is a-compact, let Ci, for i E w, be compact spaces such that C = 
lJ iEWCi. Note that, for each i E w, the product K~ X Ci is shrinking. Hence, let 
(Vi1 LY E p) be a partial shrinking of ?Y covering K~ X Ci. But then, IV,’ I a E p 
and i E W) is an open cover of K~ x C and, for each (Y E P and each i E w, vi L U,. 
0 
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The following theorem from [l] is used in some proofs below. 
Theorem 2.9 (Beslagic [ll>. A normal product rIPEKXP is shrinking iff for every 
finite S c K, FI p t sXP is shrinking. 
Theorem 2.10. For any compact space C, the product K’ X C is shrinking iff it is 
normal. 
Proof. that the product K” X C is normal. By Theorem 2.9, it is enough to 
show that all finite subproducts of K* X C are shrinking. 
All finite subproducts of K’ X C are of the form K~ or K~ X C, for some n E N. 
It follows from Theorems 2.2, 2.6, and 2.7, that these spaces, being normal, are 
shrinking. 0 
3. 
The following characterizes the normality of products of cardinals. 
Lemma 3.1. If K is a singular cardinal and cf(K) > w, then the product K X K is not 
normal. 
Proof. See [6, Corollary 6.91. 0 
Lemma 3.2. If K is a singular cardinal and cf(K) = w, then the product K“’ is 
Lindelof. 
Proof. Countable products of cT-compact spaces are Lindelof, see [41, or [3, 3.8.Gl. 
0 
Lemma 3.3. If K is a singular cardinal and cf(K) = w, then the product K~I is not 
normal. 
Proof. The product w”” is not normal, see [9] or [3, 2.7.161, and owl is a closed 
subspace of KOI. 0 
Lemma 3.4. Let K be a regular cardinal. The product K~ is normal for every A < K. 
Proof. See [6, Theorem 6.71. 0 
The following theorem from [6] is used in some proofs below. 
Theorem 3.5 (Kunen). The product X X (K + 1) is normal iff the space X is normal 
and k-paracompact . 
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Corollary 3.6 (Morita). A space X is normal and K-paracompact iff the product 
X x 2” is normal. 
Theorem 3.7. Let K be an infinite cardinal and h > 1. The product K’ is normal iff K 
is regular and h < K or cf(K) = w and A < w. 
Proof. Suppose that K is a singular cardinal. If cf(K) > w, not even K X K is normal 
by Lemma 3.1. If cf(K) = w, K~ is normal by Lemma 3.2, ~~~ is not normal by 
Lemma 3.3, and so the product K* is normal iff A GO. 
Suppose now that K is a regular cardinal. If A < K, then the product K’ is 
normal by Lemma 3.4. In order to prove the other direction, assume that K* is 
normal. Then, the product K X K* is normal, being homeomorphic to K’. But then, 
K X 2” is normal, as a closed subspace of K X K~, and so, by Corollary 3.6, K is 
A-paracompact. Hence, as K is not K-paracompact, it follows that A < K. 0 
Lemma 3.8. Let X be a paracompact space with S?(X) G K. Let Y be a normal, 
initially K-compact space. Then the product X x Y is normal. 
Proof. Let H and K be closed disjoint subsets of the product XX Y. In order to 
show that X x Y is normal, find an open subset 0 of XX Y such that H c 0 and 
ZCnG=@. 
For each x EX, let 9(x) = {B,” I a E K) be a base at x in X. 
To find the set 0, define, for each x E X, open subsets U, s X and V, c Y such 
that U, x V, approximates the set 0, i.e., so that H n <U, X Y> c U, X V, and K 
f-qU,xV,)=gl. 
Fix an x EX. For each y E Y, let czy E K and V, c Y be such that V, is an open 
subset of Y containing the point y, and so that B,” X V, intersects at most one of 
H and K. 
Then, for each (Y E K, let V,X = lJ{V, 1 ay = a). 
But then, {B,” X VG 1 a E K} is an open cover of the subspace {x) X Y. As ix) X Y 
is initially K-compact, there is a finite S, C K such that {B,” X V,X 1 a E S,) covers 
{x) x Y. Let B, = fl aEsxB,X. 
Let q : XX Y + Y be the projection map. Since, for each y E Y, B,” X V, 
intersects at most one of H and K, it follows that 
q(Hn(B,xY))nq(Kn(B,xY))=~. 
So, let I’, be an open subset of the normal space Y such that q( H f~ (B, X Y)) c V’ 
and q(Kn (B, x Y)) n v, = fl. 
But then, 
Hn(B,xY)cB,xV, and Kn(B,Xl/,)=@. 
As X is paracompact, let {U, I x E X) be a locally finite shrinking of the open 
cover {B, I x E X). Then, {U, x V, I x E X} is a locally finite family of open subsets 
of XX Y such that, for each x E X, 
Hn(U,XY)CU,xI/, and Kn(U,xc)CKn(B,xI/,)=@. 
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Let 0= lJ x E ,Y(U, X V,>. But then, H c 0 and 
KnO=Kn U(uxxvx)=Kn U(uxxvx)=fl. 0 
XEX XEX 
Theorem 3.9. Let A be a cardinal. Let K,, for (Y E A, be a sequence of cardinals. The 
product n a E *K, is normal iff one of the following holds: 
(1) A is countable and for each (Y E A, cf(K,) = w; 
(2) A is countable and there is a t E A such that, for each (Y E A with (Y # 5, 
Cf(K,) = w, and K[ > Cf(Kc) > Sup(~, 1 a E A and ff # {} + w; 
(3) there is a countable S c A such that, for each cy E S, cf(K,) = w, and there is a 
regular cardinal K > A such that, for each o! E A \S, K, = K, and K > SUP{K, 1 a E S} 
+w. 
Proof. Assume that the product FI,,*K, is normal. Let S = {a E A lCf(K,) = w). 
Since ww is normal and wwl is not normal, it follows that I S I G w. 
If A \S # fl, then there is a cardinal K such that for each cx E A \S, K, = K. To 
see this, suppose that there are cr, p E A \S such that (Y Z /3 and o < cf(K,) < K, 
< KP. Then, the space K, X (cf(K,) + 1) is normal, being homeomorphic to a closed 
subspace of the normal space &=*K,. But then, by Theorem 3.5, K, is cf(K,)- 
paracompact, which is a contradiction since cf(K,) > w. 
Since the space K X (cf(K) + 1) is not normal, it follows that cf(K) > K, for each 
cy E S, and, as cf(K) is a regular uncountable cardinal, cf(K) > SUP{K, 1 a E Sl + w. 
If K is a singular cardinal, K X K is not normal, by Lemma 3.1, and so 
I A \S 1 = 1. If K is a regular cardinal, then K* is normal, as a closed subset of the 
normal space n, t *K,, and so, by Theorem 3.7, K > A. 
In order to show that the product Fl at *K, is normal, let S = Ia E A Jcf(K,) = w). 
Then, for each (Y E S, K, is o-compact, and so the product n, E So, is paracom- 
pact, by Lemma 3.2. 
Let Z?(FI arS~,) = p, and note that p G SUP{K, I a E SJ. 
If A\S = 1, then LIaE*~, = naEs~,, and hence, is normal. 
So, suppose that A \S # @. If A is countable and 5 E A is such that A \S = (l}, 
then n,=*K, = K5 X naEsK,. Since K< > cf(KC) > sup{~, I cy E S1 2 p, it follows 
from Lemma 2.4 that K~ is initially p-compact. But then, the product K~ X FI, E so, 
is normal, by Lemma 3.8. 
If A is uncountable and there is a regular cardinal K > A such that, for each 
ff E A\S, K, = K, then nar*~, = K* X naEs~,. By Theorem 3.7, K* is normal, 
and, as K > SUP{K, I a E S) 2 CL, K* is initially p-compact, by Lemma 2.4. But then, 
by Lemma 3.8, the product K* X FIaES~, is normal. 0 
Theorem 3.10. Let A be a cardinal. Let K,, for (Y E A, be a sequence of cardinals. 
For any compact space C, the product n DI ~ *K, X c is shrinking iff it is normal. 
Proof. Assume that the product ll oLE *K, X C is normal. By Theorem 2.9, it is 
enough to show that all finite subproducts of Il at *K, X C are shrinking. Note that 
the product Il aE*~, is normal, hence Theorem 3.9 holds. 
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Case 1: A is countable and for each (Y E A, cf(K,) = w. 
In this case all finite subproducts of n, E ,,K, X C are of the form n, ( To, or 
n a ~ TV, x C, for some finite T G A. These spaces, being a-compact, are shrinking. 
Case 2: A is countable and there is a b E A such that, for each (Y E A with LY # i, 
Cf(K,) = 0, and K[ > Cf(K,) > SUP{K, 1 a E A and (Y # i} + 0. 
In this case, the finite subproducts of II, EA~, X C of the form n, E TV, or 
n Ly t TV, X C, for some finite T c A, being a-compact, are shrinking. By Theorem 
2.2, the finite subproduct Kl X C, being normal, is shrinking. It follows from 
Corollary 2.8 that the finite subproducts of the form K~ X naET~, or K( X 
n at TV, X C, for some finite T c A, being normal, are shrinking. 
Case 3: there is a countable S ch such that, for each (Y E S, cf(K,) = w, and 
there is a regular cardinal K > A such that, for each LY E A \S, K, = K, and 
K > SUP{K, 1 ff E s} + W. 
In this case, the finite subproducts of n, t so, X n, E A,S~, X C = n, E so, X 
K* X C of the form natty, or n a E TV, X C, for some finite T L S, being 
a-compact, are shrinking. Finite subproducts of the form K” or K” X C, for some 
n E N, are shrinking by Theorems 2.6 and 2.7. It follows from Corollary 2.8 that 
finite subproducts of the form K~ X n, E TV, or K~ X n, t TV, X C, for some finite 
T L S, being normal, are shrinking. 0 
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